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Peripheral Neuropathy Induces HCN Channel Dysfunction in
Pyramidal Neurons of the Medial Prefrontal Cortex
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Neuropathic pain is a debilitating condition for which the development of effective treatments has been limited by an incomplete
understanding of its molecular basis. The cationic current Ih mediated by hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated (HCN)
channels plays an important role in pain by facilitating ectopic firing and hyperexcitability in DRG neurons, however little is known
regarding the role of Ih in supraspinal pain pathways. The medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), which is reported to be involved in the
affective aspects of pain, exhibits high HCN channel expression. Using the spared nerve injury (SNI) model of neuropathic pain in
Long–Evans rats and patch-clamp recordings in layer II/III pyramidal neurons of the contralateral mPFC, we observed a hyperpolarizing
shift in the voltage-dependent activation of Ih in SNI neurons, whereas maximal Ih remained unchanged. Accordingly, SNI mPFC
pyramidal neurons exhibited increased input resistance and excitability, as well as facilitated glutamatergic mGluR5-mediated persistent
firing, compared with sham neurons. Moreover, intracellular application of bromo-cAMP abolished the hyperpolarizing shift in the
voltage-dependent activation of Ih observed in SNI neurons, whereas protein kinase A (PKA) inhibition further promoted this shift in
both SNI and sham neurons. Behaviorally, acute HCN channel blockade by local injection of ZD7288 in the mPFC of SNI rats induced a
decrease in cold allodynia. These findings suggest that changes in the cAMP/PKA axis in mPFC neurons underlie alterations to HCN
channel function, which can influence descending inhibition of pain pathways in neuropathic conditions.
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Introduction
Neuropathic pain is a debilitating condition resulting from dis-
ease or trauma to the nervous system. Patients suffering from this

chronic pain state often experience hypersensitivity to peripheral
stimuli and spontaneous pain that can persist for prolonged pe-
riods of time after the original injury (Zhuo, 2007; Sandkühler,
2009). These long-term nociceptive effects are believed to stem
from maladaptive synaptic changes that occur in peripheral nerve
endings, spinal cord, and cortical regions involved in the affective
aspects of pain, including the prefrontal cortex, anterior cingulate
cortex (ACC), and amygdala (Zhuo, 2004; Costigan et al., 2009).

The medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) plays a vital role in cog-
nitive and emotional functions including working memory and
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Significance Statement

Recent studies investigating the role of the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) in neuropathic pain have led to an increased aware-
ness of how affective and cognitive factors can influence pain perception. It is therefore imperative that we advance our under-
standing of the involvement of supraspinal pain pathways. Our electrophysiological and behavioral results support an important
role for hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated channels and the cAMP/protein kinase A signaling axis in promoting
hyperexcitability and persistent firing in pyramidal neurons of the mPFC in neuropathic animals. These findings offer novel
insights, with potential therapeutic implications, into pathophysiological mechanisms underlying the abnormal contribution of
layer II/III prefrontal pyramidal neurons to chronic pain states.
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attention (Arnsten and Li, 2005; Zhang et al., 2013). Moreover,
prefrontal subregions have been shown to be involved in pain
processing. For example, the ACC subdivision of the mPFC me-
diates the affective components of pain responses and is involved
in pain-related learning associated with prediction and avoidance
of noxious stimuli (Malin et al., 2007). Neuroimaging studies in
humans have demonstrated that the ACC is the most consistently
activated structure during pain stimulation (Rainville et al., 1997;
Apkarian et al., 2005). Accordingly, electrophysiological studies
have reported that neurons in the ACC respond to noxious stim-
uli (Sikes and Vogt, 1992; Hutchison et al., 1999), exhibit en-
hanced spike frequency and intrinsic excitability after peripheral
nerve injury (Metz et al., 2009; Gong et al., 2010; Blom et al.,
2014), and can display synaptic long-term potentiation in rats
following digit amputation (Wei and Zhuo, 2001). Therefore,
strengthening of synaptic transmission and connections in su-
praspinal regions such as the ACC may underlie persistent pain
(Zhuo, 2004).

Hyperpolarization-activated and cyclic nucleotide-gated
(HCN) channels play an important role in the pathogenesis of
neuropathic pain by facilitating spontaneous ectopic firing and
hyperexcitability in DRG neurons (Chaplan et al., 2003; Luo et
al., 2007). This ectopic activity is an important feature of neuro-
pathic pain because it is believed to underlie the development of
spontaneous pain and allodynia. Studies have revealed that
blocking the cationic current mediated by HCN channels (Ih)
with ZD7288 in different rat models of neuropathic pain provides
significant analgesic effects and abolishes spontaneous discharges
from injured nerve fibers (Chaplan et al., 2003; Jiang et al.,
2008b). Conversely, it has also been reported that blockade of Ih

in nodose sensory neurons with CsCl causes an increase in input
resistance and neuronal firing (Doan et al., 2004). Hence, it re-
mains unclear whether HCN channels contribute to pain hyper-
excitability via enhanced cationic currents or increased input
resistance. Furthermore, little is known regarding the role of Ih in
supraspinal pain pathways, particularly in the mPFC, which ex-
hibits high HCN channel expression. Therefore, the general aim
of this study was to provide insights into the involvement of
cortical HCN channels in pain processing. We investigated the
cellular physiology of prefrontal pyramidal neurons during neu-
ropathic pain conditions using the rat spared nerve injury (SNI)
model and whole-cell patch-clamp recordings in layer II/III of
the mPFC.

Materials and Methods
SNI model of neuropathic pain. All experimental procedures were ap-
proved by the McGill University Animal Care Committee and were in
compliance with the guidelines of the Canadian Council on Animal Care.
The SNI surgery was performed on male Long–Evans (LE) rats 19 –21 d
of age (Charles River Canada). The animals were anesthetized with 1–3%
isoflurane and 100% O2. To induce the SNI neuropathy, an incision was
made through the lateral surface of the left thigh to expose the sciatic
nerve at the level of the trifurcation into its three terminal branches: the
common peroneal, tibial, and sural nerves. The common peroneal and
tibial nerves were tightly ligated and severed, whereas the sural nerve was
left intact. A second group of rats was used for the control sham surgery.
In these rats, the left sciatic trifurcation was exposed but was not further
manipulated (Decosterd and Woolf, 2000). This model of neuropathic
pain allows for behavioral testing of noninjured skin territories by re-
stricting the association of distal intact axons with degenerating axons.
All experiments were performed on animals 3 weeks after surgery. How-
ever, to assess early and/or long-term changes associated with peripheral
nerve injury, animals at 1 week and 5 weeks after surgery were also used.

Behavioral tests. Pain-related behavior was assessed using the von Frey,

acetone, and Hargreaves’ tests on naive, sham-operated, and SNI LE rats
3 weeks after surgery. The behavioral tests were performed on the lateral
plantar surface of the left (ipsilateral to nerve injury) and right (contralat-
eral) hindpaw, the skin territory innervated by the intact sural nerve.
Before any behavioral testing, animals were habituated to the testing
environment for �45 min.

Mechanical allodynia was measured using a series of calibrated von
Frey filaments (Stoelting) ranging from 0.6 to 26 g. Animals were placed
in plastic cages situated over a wire-mesh floor. The von Frey filaments
were applied in order of increasing stiffness to the lateral plantar surface
of the hindpaw through the mesh floor. Each filament was applied to the
foot until it bent. The time interval between consecutive filament appli-
cations was 5 s. The threshold was taken as the lowest force that evoked a
brisk withdrawal response to one of three repetitive stimuli and not
related to stepping (Tal and Bennett, 1994).

Cold allodynia was assessed using the acetone drop method (Choi et
al., 1994). In the same test environment described above, a 40 �l droplet
of acetone was applied to the lateral plantar region of the hindpaw using
a transfer pipette. Responses within the first 20 s were scored as follows:
0 � no response, 1 � one rapid hindpaw flick/stamp, 2 � prolonged
hindpaw withdrawal or repeated flicks/stamps, and 3 � periods of flick-
ing/stamping with licking of the plantar hindpaw and/or vocalizations
(Flatters and Bennett, 2004). Acetone application was repeated 3 times
for each hindpaw, with a 5 min interval between each application. For
each rat, the mean of the three scores for each hindpaw was calculated for
data analysis.

Thermal hyperalgesia was assessed by measuring the pain threshold
(withdrawal latency) in response to high temperature using the plantar
test (Hargreaves Apparatus Type 7370; UgoBasile). Rats were placed into
individual plastic cages over a glass floor 5 min before the experiment. A
noxious thermal stimulus was focused through the glass onto the lateral
plantar surface of the hindpaw until the animal briskly lifted the hindpaw
away from the heat source. A cutoff latency of 20 s was used to avoid
tissue damage. The heat stimulation was repeated 3 times for each hind-
paw, at 5 min intervals, and the mean was calculated for data analysis.

Brain slice preparation. Acute coronal brain slices for electrophysiolog-
ical recordings were obtained from sham-operated and SNI male LE rats
3 weeks after surgery according to a procedure described previously
(Zhang and Séguéla, 2010). Briefly, animals were deeply anesthetized
with a ketamine:xylazine mixture (60:5 mg/kg) and perfused transcardi-
ally with ice-cold choline chloride-based artificial CSF (cutting solution)
consisting of the following (in mM): 110 choline-Cl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 25
NaHCO3, 7 MgCl2, 0.5 CaCl2, 2.5 KCl, 7 glucose, 3 pyruvic acid, and 1.3
ascorbic acid bubbled with carbogen (O2 95%, CO2 5%). Brain slices
(300 �m) containing the mPFC including the rostral dorsal ACC and
prelimbic subdivisions (bregma 3.70 � 1.70 mm in rats, Paxinos and
Watson, 1998) were obtained using a vibratome (VT1000S; Leica)
and allowed to recover for at least 1 h at room temperature in standard
artificial CSF (extracellular solution, see below).

Electrophysiological recordings. Individual brain slices were placed in a
recording chamber mounted on the stage of an upright microscope Ax-
ioskop (Zeiss) equipped with a 63� water-immersion objective and dif-
ferential contrast optics and constantly perfused with oxygenated (95%
O2, 5% CO2) standard extracellular solution. The standard extracellular
solution for voltage-clamp and current-clamp experiments contained
the following (in mM): 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1.6 CaCl2, 2 MgCl2, 25
NaHCO3, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 3 pyruvic acid, 1.3 ascorbic acid, and 10 glu-
cose, pH 7.4. In voltage-clamp recordings investigating Ih, BaCl2 (200
�M) was routinely added to the extracellular solution to block K � con-
ductances. In current-clamp recordings, kynurenic acid (2 mM) and pi-
crotoxin (100 �M) were routinely added to the extracellular solution to
block ionotropic synaptic transmission mediated by glutamate and
GABAA receptors, respectively, to assess persistent firing.

A near-infrared CCD camera (XC-75; Sony) was used to visualize the
neurons. Slice perfusion was driven by gravity at a speed of 1 ml/min. The
temperature of the perfusion solution was maintained at 32–33°C using a
temperature controller (TC-324B; Warner Instruments). Brain slices
were stabilized using a U-shaped stainless steel anchor with Lycra threads
spaced 1.5 mm apart (Warner Instruments). Superficial layer II/III prin-
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cipal neurons with a typical pyramidal shape from the contralateral
mPFC were chosen for electrophysiological recordings. Patch pipettes
(5–9 M�) were pulled on a Brown Flaming puller (Model P-97; Sutter
Instruments) using borosilicate glass electrodes and filled with the fol-
lowing (in mM): 120 K-gluconate, 20 KCl, 2 MgCl2, 0.2 EGTA, 10 HEPES,
7 di-tris phosphocreatine, 4 Na2-ATP, and 0.3 Na2-GTP pH adjusted to
7.3 with KOH. Tight seals (�2–3 G�) were obtained by applying con-
stant negative pressure on the patch pipette. Electrical signals were am-
plified using an Axopatch 200B amplifier (Molecular Devices), low-pass
Bessel filtered at 10 kHz, sampled at 20 kHz via a Digidata 1322A inter-
face (Molecular Devices), and stored on a Pentium computer using
pClamp version 9.2.1.8 software (Molecular Devices) for offline analysis.

In the present study, all cells were quiescent at rest and had a resting
membrane potential ranging from �60 to �80 mV. BaCl2 (200 �M) was
added to the extracellular solution to inhibit inwardly rectifying K �

currents while recording the Ih mediated by HCN channels in voltage-
clamp experiments. To determine the voltage dependence of Ih

activation, whole-cell patch-clamp recordings were performed in
voltage-clamp mode on superficial layer II/III pyramidal neurons. Mem-
brane potential was varied by a series of hyperpolarizing voltage steps
(duration of 2.5 s) decreasing in increments of �10 mV from a holding
potential of �50 mV to a final voltage of �130 mV. For bromo-cAMP
experiments, the membrane potential was held at �40 mV and hyperpo-
larizing voltage steps ranging from �40 to �130 mV were applied. Series
resistance was compensated (40 –90%). The current amplitudes were
determined as the difference in current at the beginning of the voltage
step, immediately after the capacitive transient, and at the end of the step.
The amplitude and density of Ih were assessed from the �70 mV voltage
step (physiologically relevant potential), whereas the maximal available
current was determined from the �130 mV step. The tail currents were
measured upon return to a fixed potential (�130 mV for 1.5 s) after the
final voltage step to remove the effect of the driving force. Tail currents
were normalized to the maximal tail current and plotted as a function of
the corresponding voltage step to determine the fractional activation of
Ih (i.e., activation curve) (Eq. 1). Data points were fitted to the Boltzmann
function using Clampfit version 9.2 (Molecular Devices) to determine
the half-activation potential (V1/2) (Eq. 2).

Fractional activation of Ih �V	 � 1 � 
Itail�V	/max Itail� (1)

Boltzmann function: Vmin �
Vmax � Vmin

1 � e
Zdf

RT
�V�Vmid	

(2)

Neuronal excitability was assessed using the input– output curve mea-
sured from the changes in membrane potential (presence of action po-
tentials) evoked by current steps (0 –140 pA, increasing in increments of
10 pA) in current-clamp mode. Input resistance was determined by in-
jecting a negative current pulse (�300 pA), followed by subsequent 20 pA
increments in current-clamp mode. The membrane input resistance value
was measured from the current pulse that brought the membrane potential
to��70 mV. During the current-clamp recordings, the holding current was
adjusted to obtain a holding membrane potential of �60 mV.

To investigate the influence of the changes in Ih on excitatory synaptic
activity in the mPFC, miniature EPSCs (mEPSCs) were recorded in
voltage-clamp mode in the presence of picrotoxin (100 �M) and tetro-
dotoxin (TTX, 1 �M) from sham and SNI pyramidal neurons before and
after bath application of ZD7288 (15 �M). The membrane potential was
held at �70 mV and series resistance was compensated (40 –70%). For
mEPSC analysis, 200 successive events were randomly selected and ana-
lyzed using the MiniAnalysis Program (Synaptosoft). The current
threshold for event detection was set at 6 pA.

To determine whether SNI or sham-operated neurons display intrin-
sic persistent firing, a nonsynaptic cellular substrate for working memory
and attention in the mPFC (Haj-Dahmane and Andrade, 1998; Sidiro-
poulou et al., 2009; Zhang and Séguéla, 2010; Zhang et al., 2013), current-
clamp gap-free recordings were performed on mPFC pyramidal neurons
in the presence of kynurenic acid (2 mM) and picrotoxin (100 �M). After
obtaining whole-cell patch and adjusting the holding current to a mem-
brane potential of �60 mV, a depolarizing current pulse (100 pA for 1 s)

was applied before drug administration to induce repetitive spiking
during the current pulse (control). The group I mGluR agonist (S)-3,5-
dihydroxyphenylglycine (DHPG) was then applied to determine
whether long-lasting sustained firing (persistent firing), which outlasts
the stimulation pulse, could be induced after the depolarizing pulse
(Zhang and Seguela, 2010). The firing frequency is defined as the average
spiking frequency within 20 s after the depolarizing current pulse. The
plateau potential refers to the average membrane potential during long-
lasting persistent firing or during short (�20 s) sustained firing [afterde-
polarizing potentials (ADPs) with superimposed action potentials]. The
amplitude of plateau potentials reflects the difference between the mean
membrane potential (in millivolts) measured at baseline before the pulse and
the mean membrane potential measured during the steady-state phase of
persistent neuronal firing (excluding action potentials and ADPs).

Immunohistochemistry and imaging. Three weeks after surgery, rats
were deeply anesthetized with a ketamine:xylazine mixture (60:5 mg/kg,
i.p.) injected with 0.5 ml of heparin (11.2 U/ml) and perfused transcar-
dially with 100 ml of PBS followed by 500 ml of 4% PFA solution per rat.
Cortical tissue was extracted from perfused sham (n � 4) and SNI (n � 4)
rats and postfixed in 4% PFA overnight at 4°C. Brains were then cryo-
protected in 30% sucrose in PBS at 4°C for 2 d. Coronal sections of 40 �M

containing the mPFC were cut using a cryostat, collected as free-floating
in PBS, and permeabilized with PBS plus 0.2% Triton X-100 (PBS-T).

For immunofluorescence labeling of HCN channels, sections were
first incubated for 1 h at room temperature in 10% normal donkey serum
(Jackson Laboratories) in PBS-T to block unspecific labeling and subse-
quently incubated overnight at 4°C with a rabbit HCN2 antibody (1:200;
Alomone Labs). Sections were then incubated for 2 h at room tempera-
ture with secondary donkey anti-rabbit IgGs conjugated to Alexa Fluor
488 (1:800) in PBS-T (Invitrogen). Negative controls consisted of immu-
nofluorescence labeling after preincubation of the primary antibodies in
presence of the HCN2 peptide antigen (preadsorption) and in the ab-
sence of primary antibodies.

Digital images were captured with a high-resolution CCD camera at-
tached to a Zeiss Axioplan 2 imaging fluorescence microscope connected
to a computer running Zeiss Axiovision version 4.8 software. Three cor-
onal sections containing the mPFC were used to acquire images for each
rat. Images were exported in TIFF for analysis using ImageJ version 1.47.
Fluorescence density was measured as the mean gray value within the
selection area (layer I and layer II/III of the mPFC), which reflects the
sum of the gray values of all the pixels in the selection divided by the total
number of pixels.

Stereotaxic surgery and acute cortical infusions. Approximately 3– 4
weeks after sham or SNI surgery (to provide sufficient recovery time),
animals were deeply anesthetized (1–3% isoflurane in pure O2) and im-
planted with a guide cannula (26 gauge; Plastics One). Cannulas were
implanted into the contralateral mPFC using the following stereotaxic
coordinates: �2.9 mm from bregma (anteroposterior), �1 mm from
midline (mediolateral), �4.1 mm from skull surface (dorsoventral), and
the mediolateral angle set at 11°. Cortical infusions of saline (0.5 �l) or
ZD7288 (0.2 �g/�l in 0.5 �l of saline) into the prefrontal cortex of sham
and SNI rats were performed using a syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus)
and a 50 �l Hamilton syringe on freely moving animals. The internal
cannula (33 gauge; Plastics One) was attached to a connector assembly to
hold it in place within the guide cannula during in vivo acute infusions.

The acetone test (cold sensitivity/allodynia) and von Frey test (me-
chanical sensitivity/allodynia) were used to determine the behavioral
significance of inhibiting Ih in the mPFC in vivo. Before any behavioral
testing, animals were habituated to the testing environment for �45 min.
Pain-related behavior was assessed at baseline (before any drug infusion)
and 10 –15 min and 30 – 40 min after infusion of ZD7288 or saline in
sham and SNI rats.

Drugs and solutions. All reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
except ZD7288, which was purchased from Tocris Bioscience; TTX,
which was purchased from Alomone Labs; and H89, which was pur-
chased from ApexBio Technology. DHPG and ZD7288 were dissolved in
water and freshly diluted from stock to the desired concentrations before
the experiments. The compound 8-bromoadenosine 3,5-cyclic mono-
phosphate (bromo-cAMP) was dissolved in intracellular solution. The
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H89 compound was dissolved in 50% DMSO and then aliquoted into
intracellular patch solution to obtain a final DMSO concentration of
0.1% and final H89 concentration of 5 �M.

Data analysis. Electrophysiological data were analyzed using SigmaS-
tat version 3.1, GraphPad Prism version 5.0, and Clampfit 9.2 (Molecular
Devices) software. Values are expressed as means � SEM. Two-sample un-
paired t tests were used for comparison between two independent groups of
neurons (sham-operated vs SNI), whereas two-sample paired t tests were
used for comparison between two dependent groups. The Mann–Whitney
rank-sum test was used when the normality test failed using SigmaStat. One-
way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction was used for comparison of mul-
tiple independent groups. Kruskal–Wallis one-way ANOVA with Dunn’s
multiple-comparison test was used when the normality test failed. Two-way
ANOVA with Bonferroni post-test was used for comparison of two indepen-
dent variables each with multiple conditions. Differences were considered
statistically significant when p � 0.05.

Results
Increased sensitivity of SNI LE rats to mechanical and
cold stimulation
The SNI model of neuropathic pain has been well characterized
and shown to consistently induce prolonged and robust sensory
hypersensitivity in rats (Decosterd and Woolf, 2000). However, it
has been reported that different strains of rats may develop and
express different degrees of neuropathic pain behaviors (Yoon et
al., 1999; Mills et al., 2001). For example, Yoon et al. (1999)
demonstrated that LE rats display attenuated pain behaviors after
peripheral nerve injury compared with other strains. For this
reason, we assessed pain-related behavior in sham-operated and
SNI LE rats 3 weeks after surgery to confirm the development of
neuropathic pain. All SNI rats developed qualitative signs sugges-
tive of sensory hypersensitivity of the hindpaw ipsilateral to the

nerve injury, such as avoiding bearing
weight on the afflicted paw and holding
the paw in a flexed protective position.
Quantitatively, SNI rats exhibited strong
allodynia indicated by a significant in-
crease in mechanical sensitivity (sham:
21.87 � 2.01 g, n � 8; SNI: 4.85 � 1.12 g,
n � 8; p � 0.0008; Fig. 1A) and cold re-
sponsiveness (sham: 0.33 � 0.12, n � 8;
SNI: 1.41 � 0.29, n � 8; p � 0.0044; Fig.
1B) in the ipsilateral (left) hindpaw com-
pared with sham-operated and naive rats.
However, in naive, sham-operated, and
SNI animals, the withdrawal response la-
tency to heat stimulation in the Har-
greaves’ test was not significantly
modified (sham: 6.35 � 0.56 s, n � 8; SNI:
5.06 � 0.50 s, n � 8; p � 0.1108; Fig. 1C).
Behavioral tests were also performed on
the contralateral (right) hindpaw. No sig-
nificant differences in sensitivity to me-
chanical and thermal stimulation were
observed between the three groups of an-
imals (Fig. 1A–C). These behavioral data
are consistent with the findings initially
reported by Decosterd and Woolf (2000).

Alteration in Ih in layer II/III pyramidal
neurons of mPFC in SNI animals
Although the cationic current mediated
by HCN channels, Ih, has been implicated
in peripheral pain pathways (Chaplan et
al., 2003; Yao et al., 2003; Doan et al.,

2004; Emery et al., 2011), the exact role of Ih in supraspinal pain
regions during neuropathic pain remains unclear. We investi-
gated whether Ih is altered between sham and SNI conditions
using whole-cell patch-clamp recordings in layer II/III pyramidal
neurons of the contralateral mPFC (Fig. 2A,B). In the presence of
Ba 2� to inhibit IKir, all pyramidal neurons tested in both groups
(n � 21 sham; n � 31 SNI) expressed Ih currents in response to a
series of hyperpolarizing voltage steps, with typical voltage- and
time-dependent activation (Fig. 2C). Furthermore, bath applica-
tion of the selective HCN channel antagonist ZD7288 (15 �M) for
15 min resulted in a 86.55 � 5.84% and 88.23 � 5.37% reduction
in Ih from sham (n � 9) and SNI (n � 7) neurons, respectively
(Fig. 2D,E). While Ih is robustly expressed in PFC cells from both
sham and SNI animals, it is possible that the maximal available
current may be altered after SNI injury. To test this, we assessed Ih

from the �130 mV step and did not observe any significant dif-
ference in current amplitude (sham: 163.55 � 14.77 pA, n � 21;
SNI: 173.22 � 12.21 pA, n � 30; p � 0.615; Fig. 2E, left) or density
(sham: 11.7 � 1.07 pA/pF, n � 21; SNI: 12.82 � 1.13 pA/pF, n �
27; p � 0.489; Fig. 2E, right) between sham and SNI pyramidal
neurons. These findings suggest that the HCN channel density at
the surface of sham and SNI pyramidal neurons is comparable
because Ih is maximal at membrane potentials negative to �110
mV (Pape, 1996). Consistently, using immunofluorescence for
localization of HCN2 subunits in the mPFC, we did not observe
any significant difference in expression levels between sham and
SNI conditions (layer II/III density � sham: 33.40 � 2.35, n � 4;
SNI: 33.31 � 2.10, n � 4; p � 0.9773; layer I density � sham:
18.30 � 1.44, n � 4; SNI: 19.02 � 1.65, n � 4; p � 0.7555).
However, when Ih was measured at �70 mV, we observed a sig-

Figure 1. LE rats with peripheral nerve injury display nocifensive behaviors consistent with chronic neuropathic pain. A,
Animals with SNI displayed a significantly decreased withdrawal threshold to mechanical stimulation using Von Frey filaments in
the left (ipsilateral) hindpaw 3 weeks after surgery compared with sham-operated and naive rats. No significant difference was
observed in mechanical sensitivity in the right (contralateral) hindpaw between the three groups. B, SNI rats also displayed
increased cold sensitivity using the acetone test in the left hindpaw 3 weeks after surgery. No significant difference was observed
in the right paw between the three groups. C, Withdrawal response latency to heat stimulation in the Hargreaves’ test was
not significantly different in SNI compared with sham and naive rats in both the left and right hindpaws. n � 8 in all groups.
Values are mean � SEM. ***p � 0.001; **p � 0.01.
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nificant decrease in current amplitude (sham: 30.41 � 4.14 pA, n �
21; SNI: 20.39 � 1.88 pA, n � 31; p � 0.022) and current density
(sham: 2.21 � 0.32 pA/pF, n � 21; SNI: 1.52 � 0.16 pA/pF, n � 28;
p � 0.048) in pyramidal neurons from SNI animals compared with
sham (Fig. 2F).

Hyperpolarizing shift in voltage dependence of HCN channel
activation in SNI neurons
The decreased Ih measured at �70 mV in SNI prefrontal pyrami-
dal neurons may be due to a reduction in open channel probabil-
ity. To address this possibility, we investigated the voltage
dependence of HCN channel activation in sham and SNI pyra-

midal neurons from the contralateral mPFC. The activation
curve of Ih in both sham and SNI conditions was estimated by
analyzing the tail currents evoked at a fixed potential of �130 mV
(Fig. 2C). We observed a negative shift in the activation curve of
Ih in SNI compared with sham neurons, exemplified by a signif-
icant �7.3 mV shift in the V1/2 in SNI prefrontal pyramidal cells
(sham V1/2: �85.4 � 0.75 mV, n � 21; SNI V1/2: �92.7 � 0.71
mV, n � 31; p � 0.0001; Fig. 3A). This hyperpolarizing shift in
the voltage dependence of Ih activation is indicative of a reduction
in open channel probability of HCN channels in SNI conditions.
Moreover, bath application of ZD7288 (15 �M) fully abolished
this shift and overall channel availability in both sham (n � 9)

Figure 2. Maximal Ih is not significantly different in layer II/III mPFC pyramidal neurons between sham and SNI animals, but is reduced in SNI neurons at more physiological membrane potentials.
A, Schematic diagram of a coronal section of rat brain showing the recorded area (gray dots) in the mPFC, including the rostral dorsal ACC (ACCd) and prelimbic cortex (PrL), contralateral to the site
of nerve injury. Adapted from Paxinos and Watson (1998). B, Typical video image of an acute brain slice showing the patch electrode in layer II/III of the mPFC. C, Sample voltage-clamp traces
illustrating Ih recordings in sham and SNI neurons. D, Addition of the HCN channel blocker ZD7288 (15 �M) to the bath solution for 15 min abolished Ih. E, Quantitative results illustrating the absence
of significant difference in maximal Ih amplitude (n � 21 for sham; n � 30 for SNI) and density (n � 21 for sham; n � 27 for SNI) between sham-operated and SNI neurons measured at �130 mV.
Application of ZD7288 abolished Ih measured in current amplitude (n � 9 for sham; n � 7 for SNI) and current density (n � 7 for sham; n � 6 for SNI). F, Significant decrease in current amplitude
and density at �70 mV in SNI (n � 31 and 28) compared with sham neurons (n � 21). Values are mean � SEM. *p � 0.05.
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and SNI conditions (n � 7), suggesting that the negative shift in
open channel probability is mediated entirely by Ih (Fig. 3B). In
addition, we performed similar experiments on SNI animals at 1
week and 5 weeks after nerve injury to investigate early and long-
term changes in HCN channel properties. We observed no alter-
ations in Ih voltage dependence at the 1 week post-SNI time point
(sham V1/2: �89.36 � 0.59 mV, n � 8; SNI V1/2: �90.24 � 0.51
mV, n � 9; p � 0.2798). However, a negative shift in Ih voltage
dependence (sham V1/2: �85.47 � 0.90 mV, n � 8; SNI V1/2:
�90.65 � 0.71 mV, n � 7; p � 0.0007) and an increase in input
resistance and excitability were observed at the 5 weeks post-SNI
time point (data not shown), similar to the changes observed in
SNI animals 3 weeks after peripheral nerve injury. These findings
indicate that the plastic changes in HCN channel function that we

observed at 3 weeks after nerve injury are
maintained over long periods and con-
tribute to the chronic neuropathic
phenotype.

Increased excitability in contralateral
SNI pyramidal neurons
HCN channels are versatile regulators of
neuronal excitability in the neocortex
(Day et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2007; Zhang
et al., 2013); thus, it is possible that the
observed hyperpolarizing shift in Ih acti-
vation may affect the intrinsic excitability
of prefrontal pyramidal neurons. We in-
vestigated this possibility by measuring
the number of action potentials evoked by
different current intensities (input– out-
put curve) in sham and SNI neurons. We
observed a significant increase in the
number of action potentials elicited for
current intensities ranging from 60 to 140
pA in SNI compared with sham layer II/III
pyramidal neurons, indicating that neu-
ronal excitability is enhanced in SNI con-
ditions (sham: 6.62 � 0.51 at 80 pA
intensity, n � 29; SNI: 9.04 � 0.66 at 80
pA intensity, n � 23; p � 0.005; Fig.
4A,B). Interestingly, we did not observe a
significant change in the resting mem-
brane potential of prefrontal pyramidal
neurons after SNI (sham: �63.43 � 1.74

mV, n � 14; SNI: �65.84 � 1.17 mV, n � 19; p � 0.2417; Fig.
4C). Lastly, bath application of ZD7288 (15 �M) further elevated
neuronal spiking activity in response to varying current intensi-
ties in both sham (n � 9) and SNI pyramidal neurons (n � 8), but
a significant difference in neuronal responsiveness was no longer
observed between groups (data not shown). This suggests that the
increase in neuronal excitability observed in SNI conditions
mainly stems from reduced HCN channel availability.

Increased membrane input resistance in contralateral SNI
pyramidal neurons
It has been reported that blocking HCN channels enhances the
ability of excitatory synaptic connections to generate action po-

Figure 3. SNI pyramidal neurons from the contralateral mPFC display a nerve injury-associated hyperpolarizing shift in the voltage dependence of HCN channels. A, Left, Analysis of tail currents
from voltage-clamp recordings revealed a hyperpolarizing shift in the voltage dependence of HCN channel activation in SNI (n � 31) compared with sham neurons (n � 21), indicating a reduction
in open channel probability in neuropathic conditions. Activation curves were fitted according to the Boltzmann equation to normalized and averaged tail currents. Right, V1/2 was significantly
shifted �7.3 mV in SNI pyramidal neurons. B, Application of the HCN channel blocker ZD7288 (15 �M) abolished the shift between sham (n � 9) and SNI neurons (n � 7) and reduced the overall
percentage of channel availability in both conditions. Values are mean � SEM. ***p � 0.001; *p � 0.05.

Figure 4. Neuronal excitability is increased in SNI pyramidal neurons. A, Typical current-clamp traces (0 to 140 pA) illustrating
increased action potential firing for any given current intensity in SNI compared with sham pyramidal neurons. Membrane poten-
tial was held at �60 mV. B, Quantitative data plotted as an input– output curve showing an increase in responsiveness in the SNI
(n�23) compared with the sham condition (n�29). C, No significant difference was observed in the resting membrane potential
of mPFC pyramidal neurons from sham (n � 14) and SNI (n � 19) animals. Values are mean � SEM. **p � 0.01; *p � 0.05.
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tentials by increasing membrane input re-
sistance, which essentially makes the cell
less leaky and less likely to shunt EPSPs
(Doan et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2007). In
the absence of Ih, any given positive input
current would evoke a greater depolariz-
ing change in the membrane potential (Ji-
ang et al., 2008a; Wahl-Schott and Biel,
2009). To determine whether the ob-
served increase in neuronal excitability in
the SNI condition is accompanied by a
change in membrane input resistance
(Rin), we applied a series of hyperpolariz-
ing current pulses. Rin was determined
from the current pulse that brought the
membrane potential to �70 mV. Interest-
ingly, we observed a significant increase in
the steady-state Rin in SNI neurons com-
pared with sham neurons (sham: 166.6 �
10.9 M�, n � 11; SNI: 226.1 � 16.1 M�,
n � 12; p � 0.0069; Fig. 5C). Moreover,
the current pulse-evoked depolarizing
membrane potential sag, which is a char-
acteristic feature of HCN channel activa-
tion, was present in both sham and SNI
conditions but appeared larger in the lat-
ter, which is consistent with an increase in
Rin in SNI neurons (Fig. 5A,B). Bath ap-
plication of ZD7288 (15 �M) completely
eliminated the current pulse-evoked de-
polarizing sag (Fig. 5D,E) and increased
the Rin in both sham and SNI pyramidal
neurons to similar values (sham: 273.7 �
21.7 M�, n � 6; SNI: 287.3 � 22.7 M�,
n � 6; p � 0.6743; Fig. 5F). The signifi-
cant increase in membrane input resis-
tance observed in SNI conditions appears to be due to
decreased open HCN channel probability at physiologically
relevant membrane potentials.

Prefrontal synaptic hyperactivity in SNI conditions and
contribution of HCN channels
It is likely that a reduction in Ih at physiologically relevant poten-
tials, as seen in SNI conditions, not only enhances postsynaptic
cellular excitability, but may also enhance synaptic transmission.
To assess spontaneous glutamate release at synapses in the
mPFC, we recorded mEPSCs in layer II/III pyramidal neurons in
the presence of picrotoxin and TTX (Fig. 6). Neurons from SNI
animals displayed increased excitatory synaptic activity re-
flected by a marked decrease in the mEPSC interevent interval
compared with sham neurons, indicating an increase in gluta-
mate release events (sham: 439.5 � 12.63 ms, n � 7; SNI: 369.9 �
11.59 ms, n � 10; p � 0.001; Fig. 6B,C). No significant change in
mEPSC amplitude was detected (sham: 9.130 � 0.09 pA, n � 7;
SNI: 9.032 � 0.08 pA, n � 10; p � 0.05; Fig. 6B,C). To determine
specifically the influence of reduced Ih in SNI conditions on syn-
aptic excitability, the HCN channel blocker ZD7288 (15 �M) was
applied in the perfusion solution. Application of ZD7288 further
decreased the mEPSC interevent interval (control: 369.9 � 11.59
ms; ZD7288: 320.4 � 11.03 ms, p � 0.01; n � 10; Fig. 6B,C), but
had no effect on the mEPSC amplitude (control: 9.03 � 0.08 pA;
ZD7288: 9.01 � 0.06 pA, p � 0.05; n � 10; Fig. 6 B, C) in SNI
neurons. In sham neurons, application of ZD7288 signifi-

cantly enhanced the mEPSC interevent interval to a larger de-
gree than in SNI neurons (control: 439.5 � 12.63 ms; ZD7288:
351.7 � 12.22 ms, p � 0.001; n � 7; Fig. 6B,C) and similarly had
no significant effect on the mEPSC amplitude (control: 9.13 �
0.09 pA; ZD288: 8.80 � 0.08 pA, p � 0.05; n � 7; Fig. 6B,C).
Thus, reduced Ih observed in SNI conditions directly affects syn-
aptic activity and neuronal excitability via increased glutamate
release.

Facilitation of persistent firing in SNI pyramidal neurons
We have shown previously that application of low concentrations
of the mGluR5 agonist DHPG (� 5 �M) are normally insufficient
to evoke robust plateau potentials and persistent firing, a putative
cellular mechanism for working memory, after a depolarizing
current pulse in mPFC pyramidal neurons (Zhang et al., 2013).
However, by inhibiting Ih and increasing input resistance via ap-
plication either of ZD7288 or the �2 adrenoceptor agonist cloni-
dine, long-lasting and sustained persistent firing can be induced
by subthreshold doses of DHPG (Zhang et al., 2013). To deter-
mine whether the reduced open probability of HCN channels and
related increase in input resistance and excitability could serve to
prime SNI prefrontal pyramidal neurons for mGluR5-driven in-
trinsic persistent firing, we performed continuous current-clamp
recordings at a membrane potential of �60 mV in the presence of
2.5 �M DHPG. The ionotropic synaptic blockers kynurenic acid
(2 mM) and picrotoxin (100 �M) were applied to block glutama-
tergic and GABAergic transmission, respectively. After bath appli-

Figure 5. SNI neurons display higher Rin than sham neurons. A, D, Sample current-clamp traces of sham and SNI neurons from
the contralateral mPFC with and without the HCN channel blocker ZD7288. Membrane potential was held at �60 mV. B, Depo-
larizing sag, a typical feature of HCN channel activation, was observed in both sham and SNI neurons. C, Quantitative results
illustrating a significant increase in Rin in SNI (n � 12) compared with sham neurons (n � 11) measured from the current step that
brought the membrane potential to �70 mV. E, Depolarizing sag was abolished in both sham and SNI conditions after the
application of ZD7288 (15 �M). F, Quantitative effect of ZD7288 on Rin in sham (n � 6) and SNI neurons (n � 6). Rin was increased
to similar values in both conditions. Values are mean � SEM. **p � 0.01.
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cation of DHPG for 15 min, we observed ADPs or persistent firing in
8 of 14 SNI prefrontal neurons following a depolarizing current
pulse (100 pA for 1 s). In contrast, bath application of DHPG failed
to evoke persistent firing in response to the same current pulse in
sham neurons (n � 8 of 8; Fig. 7A). Quantitatively, SNI neurons
displayed significantly greater plateau potential amplitudes (sham:
1.55�0.69 mV, n�8; SNI: 7.11�1.15 mV, n�14; p�0.0027; Fig.
7B) and firing frequency (sham: 0 Hz, n � 8; SNI: 0.87 � 0.58 Hz,
n � 14; p � 0.031; Fig. 7B) compared with sham neurons.

Involvement of the cAMP/PKA signaling axis in HCN channel
dysfunction in SNI neurons
Cyclic nucleotides (e.g., cAMP) are key modulators of HCN
channel activity. Binding of cAMP to the cyclic nucleotide-

binding domain on the C terminus of HCN channels favors chan-
nel opening and shifts the voltage dependence to more
depolarized potentials (Robinson and Siegelbaum, 2003; Zhou
and Siegelbaum, 2007; Wahl-Schott and Biel, 2009). It is possible
that changes in cAMP levels after peripheral nerve injury, such as
a decrease in cAMP (Walikonis and Poduslo, 1998), might un-
derlie this reduction in open HCN channel probability observed
in prefrontal pyramidal neurons from SNI animals. To address
this, we applied bromo-cAMP (200 �M) intracellularly via the
patch pipette to determine whether increasing cAMP levels could
normalize the voltage activation curve. Tail current analysis in
control experiments without bromo-cAMP confirmed the hy-
perpolarizing shift in voltage dependence of Ih activation in SNI
compared with sham neurons (Fig. 8B). We observed a signifi-

Figure 6. HCN channel blockade enhances glutamate release in layer II/III of the mPFC in both sham and SNI conditions. A, Top, Sample voltage-clamp traces (Vh ��70 mV) illustrating the increase in
frequency,butnotamplitude,ofmEPSCsinSNI(n�10)comparedwithshampyramidalneurons(n�7).Bottom,ApplicationofZD7288(15�M)furtherenhancedthemEPSCfrequencyinbothconditionswith
novisiblechangeinmEPSCamplitude(n�7forsham;n�10forSNI).B,Cumulativeprobabilityplotsfor intereventintervalsandamplitudesofmEPSCsshowingtheZD7288-inducedincreaseinfrequencywith
no change in amplitude. C, Quantitative effect of ZD7288 on interevent intervals and amplitudes of mEPSCs. Values are mean � SEM. ***p � 0.001; **p � 0.01.
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cant shift (�5.4 mV) in the V1/2 in SNI prefrontal pyramidal cells
(sham V1/2: �86.5 � 0.52 mV, n � 5; SNI V1/2: �91.9 � 0.38 mV,
n � 6; p � 0.0001; Fig. 8C). In the presence of bromo-cAMP, we
observed a shift in the activation curve of both sham and SNI
prefrontal pyramidal neurons to more depolarized potentials and
the hyperpolarizing shift in the voltage dependence of Ih activa-
tion seen in SNI neurons was eliminated (Fig. 8A,B). The V1/2 of
Ih after bromo-cAMP application was identical in sham and in
SNI neurons (sham V1/2: �72.3 � 0.26 mV, n � 6; SNI V1/2:
�72.1 � 0.43 mV, n � 7; p � 0.6913; Fig. 8C). Furthermore,
studies have shown that PKA can enhance Ih and shift its voltage
dependence to more depolarized potentials in neurons and sino-
atrial myocytes (Mellor et al., 2002; Liao et al., 2010; Cheng and
Zhou, 2013). To determine whether PKA may contribute to the
decreased HCN channel availability observed in SNI conditions,
we applied the PKA inhibitor H89 (5 �M) intracellularly via the
patch pipette and investigated its effect on Ih voltage dependence.
Inhibition of PKA caused a significant hyperpolarizing shift in
the V1/2 of Ih in sham neurons (control V1/2: �82.84 � 0.49 mV;
H89 V1/2: �86.53 � 0.79 mV, p � 0.0028; n � 6) and further
shifted the voltage-dependent activation in SNI neurons to more
negative potentials (control V1/2: �89.67 � 0.4 mV; H89 V1/2:
�92.56 � 0.8 mV, p � 0.0136; n � 8; Fig. 8D,E). In addition, we
observed an increase in input resistance after H89 application in
sham (control: 195.3 � 28.52 M�; H89: 270.2 � 24.71 M�, p �
0.0194; n � 6) and a nonsignificant increasing trend in SNI neu-
rons (control: 271.4 � 18.64 M�; H89: 310.5 � 31.09 M�, p �
0.1235; n � 8; Fig. 8F).

Analgesic effect of acute prefrontal HCN channel inhibition
in SNI animals
To determine the behavioral significance of reduced Ih in the
mPFC, in vivo evoked pain behavior was assessed after acute in-
fusions of saline or the HCN channel blocker ZD7288 (0.2 �g/�l)
into the mPFC of freely moving sham and SNI rats. We observed
that local injection of ZD7288 in the mPFC significantly reduced
cold allodynia on the hindpaw ipsilateral to the injury in SNI

animals compared with the saline-infused group 30 – 40 min after
infusion (saline cold score: 1.57 � 0.20; ZD7288: 0.76 � 0.23,
n � 7; p � 0.05; Fig. 9A). In sham rats, ZD7288 microinfusions
did not alter the cold sensitivity of the ipsilateral hindpaw com-
pared with the saline-infused group 30 – 40 min after infusion
(saline cold score: 0.33 � 0.13; ZD7288: no detectable response,
n � 4; p � 0.05; Fig. 9A). However, we did not observe any
significant reduction in mechanical allodynia in SNI animals in-
fused with ZD7288 compared with the saline-infused group
30 – 40 min after infusion (saline: 4.57 � 1.04 g; ZD7288: 7.57 �
1.60 g, n � 7; p � 0.05; Fig. 9B).

Discussion
Decreased open probability of ion channels is known to play a
major role in intrinsic neural excitability. Therefore, our discov-
ery of a hyperpolarizing shift in the voltage dependence of Ih

activation in layer II/III pyramidal neurons of the contralateral
mPFC after peripheral nerve injury provides insights into the
contribution of HCN channels to prefrontal hyperexcitability
during neuropathic pain processing. The involvement of Ih was
further confirmed using the selective HCN channel blocker
ZD7288, which abolished the shift between Ih activation curves
from sham and SNI neurons.

Interestingly, no change in the maximal available current
(measured at �130 mV) was observed between mPFC pyramidal
neurons from sham and SNI animals. This suggests that the over-
all expression of HCN channels is unchanged between both
groups because current density reflects functional protein levels.
This is further supported by our semiquantitative analysis of
HCN2 immunofluorescence in the mPFC, which revealed no
significant difference in expression levels, either in density or
pattern, between sham and SNI conditions. It has been postu-
lated that changes in HCN channel function in DRG neurons
after peripheral nerve injury might arise from posttranslational
modifications including alterations in regulatory molecules, sub-
unit assembly or accessory proteins (Chaplan et al., 2003; Jiang et
al., 2008a). If the number of HCN channels is not significantly

Figure 7. Facilitation of glutamatergic persistent firing in SNI but not in sham mPFC pyramidal neurons. A, Sample current-clamp traces demonstrating that subthreshold DHPG (2.5 �M) induces
ADPs and persistent firing, a cellular substrate for working memory in the mPFC, in some SNI (n�14) but not in any sham pyramidal neurons (n�8) at a holding voltage of�60 mV. B, Quantitative
results of plateau potential amplitude and frequency of the persistent firing response induced by DHPG in sham and SNI neurons as shown in A. Values are mean � SEM. **p � 0.01; *p � 0.05.
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changed between the mPFC of sham and SNI rats, it is likely that
the reduction in Ih at physiologically relevant potentials in SNI
neurons stems from nerve injury-associated alterations in cAMP
modulation of HCN channel activity (Walikonis and Poduslo,
1998; Wang et al., 2001; Biel et al., 2009).

All HCN channel subunits share a highly conserved cyclic
nucleotide binding domain located on the cytosolic C terminus
and binding of cAMP favors channel opening and shifts the volt-
age dependence to more depolarized potentials (Wang et al.,
2001; Wahl-Schott and Biel, 2009). However, sensitivity to cAMP
varies depending on the HCN channel subtype: cAMP strongly
regulates HCN2 and HCN4 subtypes, but has little effect on
HCN1 and HCN3 (Robinson and Siegelbaum, 2003; Wahl-
Schott and Biel, 2009). HCN1 and HCN2 are the main subtypes
detected in layers II and III of the neocortex (Monteggia et al.,

2000; Notomi and Shigemoto, 2004). Furthermore, due to the
considerable overlap of distribution between HCN1 and HCN2
isoforms, Ih can be carried by heteromeric HCN1 � 2 channels
sensitive to cAMP (Ulens and Tytgat, 2001). We observed that
bromo-cAMP application shifted the voltage dependence of Ih to
more positive voltages in both sham and SNI neurons by �14 and
�20 mV, respectively, and completely eliminated the hyperpo-
larizing shift in Ih activation detected in SNI conditions. In addi-
tion, the activation curve of Ih in SNI neurons exhibited a
midpoint of activation similar to that of HCN2 (typically �95
mV; Wahl-Schott and Biel, 2009), suggesting a role for reduced
cAMP modulation of postsynaptic HCN function in the neu-
ropathic mPFC after peripheral nerve injury (Walikonis and
Poduslo, 1998) and the potential involvement of HCN2
subunit-containing channels.

Figure 8. The cAMP/PKA signaling axis contributes to the Ih voltage dependence shift observed in SNI mPFC pyramidal neurons. A, Representative voltage-clamp traces illustrating tail currents
measured upon return to a fixed membrane potential (�130 mV) in sham and SNI neurons after bromo-cAMP application within the patch pipette. B, Analysis of tail currents from traces without
bromo-cAMP revealed a consistent hyperpolarizing shift in the voltage dependence of HCN channel activation in SNI (n � 6) compared with sham neurons (n � 5). After bromo-cAMP application
(200 �M), the activation curve of Ih in sham (n � 6) and SNI (n � 7) conditions was shifted to similar and more depolarized potentials. C, Quantitative results showing a significant positive shift in
the V1/2 to similar values in both sham and SNI conditions after bromo-cAMP. D, Intracellular application of the PKA inhibitor H89 (5 �M) caused a hyperpolarizing shift in the Ih activation curve in
both sham (n � 6) and SNI (n � 8) neurons. E, Quantitative results illustrating a significant hyperpolarizing shift in the V1/2 of Ih in sham and SNI neurons after H89 application. F, Input resistance
was increased after H89 application in both sham (n � 6) and SNI (n � 8) neurons, but only reached statistical significance in sham conditions. Values are mean � SEM. ***p � 0.001; **p � 0.01;
*p � 0.05.
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In addition, PKA could play a role in regulating HCN channel
activity because it regulates cAMP levels (Vandamme et al., 2012)
and inhibition of PKA significantly reduces the ability of Gs-
coupled receptor agonists to shift the Ih voltage dependence to
positive potentials (Liao et al., 2010). Inhibiting basal PKA activ-
ity using H89 caused a significant hyperpolarizing shift in the
voltage-dependent activation of Ih in both sham and SNI neu-
rons. This negative shift was greater in sham (�3.69 � 0.93 mV)
compared with SNI neurons (�2.89 � 0.99 mV), likely due to
higher functional availability of HCN channels in sham condi-
tions. Moreover, the fact that we observed increases in input
resistance in both sham and SNI neurons after H89 application
further supports a role for PKA in regulating HCN channel activity.
These results suggest that peripheral nerve injury-associated changes
in the cAMP/PKA signaling axis in pyramidal neurons, in this case a
decrease in cAMP levels and basal PKA activity, may affect HCN
channel activity in SNI conditions and contribute to the observed
changes in Ih voltage-dependent activation.

HCN channels are known to be strong regulators of neuronal
excitability in the neocortex (Wang et al., 2007; Arnsten, 2009;

Zhang et al., 2013). Therefore, the hyperpolarizing shift in the
activation curve of Ih is expected to affect the electrophysiological
properties of prefrontal neurons. Accordingly, we observed that
SNI neurons displayed increased firing in response to a depolar-
izing current pulse. Previous reports have also demonstrated an
increase in NMDA-driven synaptic currents, enhanced spiking
and intrinsic excitability, and the development of long-term po-
tentiation in synapses within the mPFC and ACC after peripheral
nerve injury (Wei and Zhuo, 2001; Zhuo, 2008; Metz et al., 2009;
Gong et al., 2010; Blom et al., 2014). Studies investigating periph-
eral pain pathways have shown that enhanced currents through
HCN channels are implicated in enhanced nociceptive transmis-
sion (Chaplan et al., 2003; Luo et al., 2007). Moreover, a recent
study from Koga et al. (2015) showed that HCN channels play a
role in sustaining enhanced excitatory synaptic transmission after
nerve injury because blocking HCN channels with ZD7288 can
erase a presynaptic form of LTP at ACC synapses and produce
both analgesic and anxiolytic effects. However, we report here
that the increased excitability of prefrontal neurons may stem
from a distinct mechanism involving a shunting effect whereby

Figure 9. Acute infusion of the HCN channel blocker ZD7288 into the mPFC produces analgesic effects in SNI rats. Acute infusions of ZD7288 (0.2 �g/�l in 0.5 �l) or saline (0.5 �l) were
administered into the PFC using stereotaxic cannulation. A, Left, SNI animals (n � 7) displayed a significantly decreased withdrawal threshold to mechanical stimulation on the hindpaw ipsilateral
to nerve injury compared with sham animals (n � 4) at baseline. No significant reduction in mechanical allodynia was observed in SNI animals infused with ZD7288 (n � 7) compared with the
saline-infused SNI group (n �7). In sham rats, ZD7288 (n �4) did not alter mechanical sensitivity (n �4). Right, No significant difference was observed in mechanical sensitivity in the contralateral
hindpaw in sham and SNI animals before or after infusions. B, Left, SNI animals (n � 7) also displayed increased cold sensitivity in the ipsilateral hindpaw compared with sham animals (n � 4) at
baseline. ZD7288 infusions into the PFC produced a significant decrease in cold allodynia in SNI animals (n � 7) compared with the control saline-infused SNI group (n � 7). In sham rats (n � 4),
ZD7288 did not significantly alter cold sensitivity compared with the saline group (n � 4). Right, No significant difference was observed in cold sensitivity in the contralateral hindpaw in sham and
SNI animals before and after infusions. Values are mean � SEM. ***p � 0.001; **p � 0.01; *p � 0.05.
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reduced open probability of postsynaptic HCN channels in-
creases membrane input resistance. This phenomenon has also
been observed in peripheral pain pathways (Doan et al., 2004)
and is consistent with the role of Ih in regulating the efficiency of
synaptic input and cortical network activity (Day et al., 2005;
Wang et al., 2007; Arnsten, 2009; Poolos, 2012; Zhang et al.,
2013). Interestingly, we did not detect any significant change in
the resting membrane potential of SNI compared with sham neu-
rons, suggesting that a larger membrane input resistance in SNI
pyramidal neurons is sufficient to promote hyperexcitability by
decreasing the threshold for spike initiation.

Activation of mGluR5 can induce slow ADPs or persistent
firing in neurons from different brain regions including the en-
torhinal cortex, ACC, and mPFC (Yoshida et al., 2008; Zhang and
Seguela, 2010; Zhang et al., 2013). Persistent firing is postulated
to be a nonsynaptic cellular mechanism for working memory.
Our results indicate that reduced open probability of HCN chan-
nels and the related increase in excitability in SNI neurons facil-
itate the expression of persistent firing induced by glutamatergic
inputs. Therefore, SNI-facilitated persistent firing in the mPFC
may contribute to the expression of certain behavioral or cogni-
tive manifestations of the neuropathic pain condition, but may
not necessarily promote more nociception. Enhanced excitatory
transmission and presynaptic LTP in the ACC may reflect an
anxious state and/or an attentional shift that may alter behavioral
responses to chronic pain (Koga et al., 2015) because attention
linked to ACC activation can greatly influence the affective and
sensory aspects of pain perception (Bantick et al., 2002). For
example, subjects engaging in meditation or attention-
demanding cognitive tasks report significantly reduced pain un-
pleasantness and intensity (Bantick et al., 2002; Perlman et al.,
2010).

In addition to neuronal hyperexcitability, we observed that
peripheral nerve injury-associated alterations in HCN channel
function lead to an increase in glutamate release since the mEPSC
frequency was significantly increased in SNI prefrontal neurons.
This mechanism may underlie the potentiation of mGluR5-
dependent persistent firing observed in SNI neurons. Therefore,
we propose that reduced Ih in SNI conditions contributes to in-
creased neuronal excitability in the mPFC by presynaptically in-
creasing glutamate release and by postsynaptically promoting
intrinsic persistent firing (Zhang et al., 2013).

Lastly, we investigated the behavioral significance of reducing
Ih in the mPFC by assessing in vivo evoked pain behavior after
acute infusions of the HCN channel blocker ZD7288 into the
mPFC of freely moving sham and SNI rats. Interestingly, ZD7288
cortical infusions caused an analgesic effect reflected by a signif-
icant reduction in cold allodynia. Therefore, in vivo acute inhibi-
tion of HCN channels in the mPFC provides some modality-
specific pain relief from behavioral sensitization caused by
peripheral nerve injury. This is in agreement with the results
obtained by Koga et al. (2015), in which a ZD7288 microinfusion
into the ACC produced an analgesic effect in nerve-injured
animals.

In summary, we observed that peripheral nerve injury caused
a hyperpolarizing shift in the voltage dependence of postsynaptic
HCN channel activation resulting in a subsequent increase in
membrane input resistance and excitability in layer II/III pyrami-
dal neurons of the contralateral mPFC. This is consistent with
previous reports indicating that persistent pain is associated with
increased neuronal activity within the mPFC (Wei and Zhuo,
2001; Metz et al., 2009; Blom et al., 2014). Downregulation of
cAMP synthesis and reduced basal PKA activity may underlie the

decrease in open HCN channel probability observed in SNI con-
ditions and may result from activation of Gi-coupled receptors
(Benarroch, 2013; Zhang et al., 2013). Thus, our findings provide
novel insights into supraspinal mechanisms underlying patho-
physiological alterations of prefrontal functions in neuropathic
pain states.
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